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Traction Control
By Rick Mammel, RSR President
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As usual I am finishing this at
the last minute. Timing being
what it is, I am writing it on the
first day of Fall, that landmark of
seasons that everyone in Michigan
confirms as their favorite. It
is also the season that brings
our beloved Drivers’ Education
Events to an end. Not to be too
repetitious but I have to again
expound on the efforts of the RSR Team that makes our
DE events a tremendous success. Tom Krueger with the
task of registering the entrants, a perpetual job. Former
RSR President, Pat Jeski processing those entrants at
the event as well as the endless process of creating the
number packets. Christian Maloof our Chief Driving
Instructor assuring the events are safe, educational and
that everyone has a good time. I can never say too much
about Christian’s group of excellent Instructors. They are
the core of why our DE’s are some of the best in country.
I cannot forget to note the contributions of ArborMotion
/ Rennstatt Racing for making sure the participants have
breakfast and cold beverages throughout the day.
Although I was not able to attend a single track day this
year I was able to live vicariously through the stories from
those members who did. It is great that so many members
got the opportunity to exercise their cars, and for less
than the cost of the speeding ticket they would receive
doing the same thing on the street. The best byproduct of
a season of track events is a winter season of great stories
to tide you over until the next year. By not attending DE’s
this year, I did not have access to the personal interactions
and mechanical adventures that create those terrific
stories.
In the absence of anything current I would like to
reminisce about a track weekend that took place 30 years
ago. If you think most of the great bench racing stories
come from the car’s achievements on the track, not so!
Most take place around the facility and while gathering
the gaggle of hung over misfits that work to get a race
car on the track. The IMSA race at Road Atlanta in 1984
supplied a year’s worth memorable moments, all packed
into one weekend. The pinnacle of those moments was
when the well heeled team manager needed internal
relief, only to find the stalls at Road Atlanta to be “open
plan”. Well I am actually a bit inaccurate with the
term……..stall. Saying stall leaves one with the impression

that there are partitions, sorry to promote that image. To
complete his humiliation he arrived back to the paddock
with no socks, his best remedy for the lack of any paper
products. Later in the day the Bob Sharpe racing team
arrived to set up for their driver Paul Newman. We all
know Paul is famous for his acting, driving and salad
dressing, the latter being the issue this weekend. The
entire crew was frantically running from team to team
trying to borrow as many rags, towels, and whatever
other absorbent substance they could get. It turns out
four cases of Newman’s Own got out of the upper storage
and in 1984 they were still in glass bottles. I walked by
there a couple hours later and they were still trying to
mop up all that olive oil.
These were days before cell phones and at these big
events the phone company brought in a small trailer with
multiple pay phones on either side. Later in the day I was
on the end phone talking to Lynda in California telling
her of Mr. Newman’s dressing misfortune, albeit with a
sinister chuckle. My story was suddenly interrupted by a
rush of gravel and a violent jump rearward of the trailer.
How appropriate to continue my story with Lynda than
to look over to see Paul on the ground beside his mini
bike. I asked if he was OK; he vigorously apologized for
disrupting my conversation. He dusted off and made a call
to Joanne and I started back to Lynda with “guess what
that loud boom was?”
IMSA racing back then was a great community of
what was basically a travelling circus and, as we have all
experienced, travelling can always create a great story
or two. Add the events surrounding an international
race series and you never run out of raw material. There
is a stigma associated with race mechanics. These hard
partying playboys arrive upon unsuspecting host cities,
drinking the bars dry and ravaging the available women.
That may be true of some back in the day, but most of the
time we were usually too tired to terrorize anything. The
weekend in 1984 was the exception and on Friday night
several teams battled hard in the face of liver damage
at a local bar. That evening did not produce anything
exceptional in the form of a story line but it did leave an
entire van full of very queasy morning stomachs. After a
full breakfast and during the 20 mile drive to the track,
Kiwi Steve, our resident New Zealander, decided to open
his ever present jar of Vegemite. For those who have
ever smelled Vegemite you can visualize the effect it had
(Continued on Page 5)

RSR Calendar of Events
October 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

November 4 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

October 11 (Sat.) 1 PM: Fall Color Tour hosted by
Stewart and Sally Free and Al and Claire Utter (see
page 9).

December 2 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

October 25 (Sat.) 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM: Time With Time
at ArborMotion (see page 19)
November 1 (Sat.): Polar Bear Run. Hosted by Sebastian Gaeta

December 6 (Sat), 6:00 PM - 11:00 PM: RSR Christmas
Party at the historic Michigan Firehouse Museum in
Ypsilante. Hosted by President Rick and First Lady
Lynda Mammel. (see page 12)

For more information on surrounding area events, see “Around the Zone” on page 27.
The driving season is ramping down but with Stewart
and Sally Free’s Color Tour just a couple weeks away you
still have a chance to join one of our premier annual
events. If you are not signed up, why not get on with it ?

Unrelated picture of Porshe race car cleverly used to fill space.
Photo by Greg Phillips at 2014 Porsche Parade.

(Traction Control from Page 4)
on the senses of “team liver transplant”. That rental van
had pretty good brakes! Most made it out, not everyone
-- quite a bit of cleaning was required. Pretty tough
completing the trip to the track, one more stop needed.
Amazing how one’s mind overrules the stomach when you
have to concentrate on getting the car on the track. Oh,
the good old days !!
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3rd Saturday of Every
Month
(April – Oct)
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  Cars	
  &	
  Enthusiasts	
  Welcome!	
  

	
  

For	
  more	
  information	
  on	
  Cars	
  and	
  Coffee	
  –	
  	
  
jonheidorn@comcast.net	
  

April	
  19,	
  May	
  17,	
  June	
  21,	
  July	
  19,	
  August	
  16,	
  
September	
  20,	
  October	
  18	
  

Join	
  us	
  at	
  Zingerman’s	
  Roadhouse	
  
2501	
  Jackson	
  Ave,	
  Ann	
  Arbor	
  

7:30am	
  –	
  9:00am	
  

	
  

This	
  is	
  Not	
  A	
  Rally	
  Sport	
  Region	
  –	
  Porsche	
  Club	
  of	
  America	
  Event	
  
	
  

TODD J. MIERZWIAK
PRESIDENT

WESTGATE

INSURANCE AGENCY

3450 W. CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 344
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 536-2213 FAX (419) 536-0221
CELLULAR (419) 283-5593
www.westgateagency.com
todd@westgateagency.com

Membership Information
Glenn Trapp, our Membership Chair (and
Historian), has undertaken the arduous task
of adding associate members’ names when
members are recognized for their anniversaries. It is our hope that not too many spouses
names have changed since you completed
your registration on the National PCA website.
We regret any errors, if they occur, and
encourage you to update your profile on the
website. The profile includes your address,
phone, associate member and vehicles.
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Membership
Current Membership 476*
* Includes 284 Primary Members

Welcome New Members
Seth Penchansky
Ann Arbor, MI
1999 Silver Boxster

Member Anniversaries
Keith & Michael Blake.............. 41
Dave & Mary Gingrich.............. 38
Roger Sacks............................... 25
Dave Finch................................ 20
Paul & Harry Grusche............... 9
Marietta Baba........................... 7

Howard & Kim Albin.................
Carl & Mary Burton..................
Doug & Susan Weber...............
Manny & Nancy Barbosa..........
Yash Solanki..............................

5
4
3
1
1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 6400
Columbia, MD 21046
and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama
and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with
PCA national.
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START DATE & TIME: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11TH, 1 PM
This year's Fall Color Tour will start in the Pinckney Busch's
Fresh Food Market Parking Lot at 1277 East Main Street (East
M-36) Pinkney. We'll drive an hour, take a break, and then drive
another hour to dinner at the Zukey Lake Tavern.
Since Stewart and Sally Free and Al and Claire Utter are
hosting, you know the roads will be great. Save the date and join
us.
RSVPs are required before October 1 if you are joining us for
dinner at Zukey Lake Tavern (5011 Girard Dr., Pinckney).

www.edwardjones.com

Keep a level head in
an up-and-down
market.
Amid recent market volatility, we’ve seen substantial
upswings and downturns. But when the market
reacts one way, it doesn’t mean you should, too. The
actions you take today can signiﬁcantly impact your
ﬁnancial future. So before you alter your investment
strategy, schedule a ﬁnancial review. We can help
you stay focused despite the market’s recent disappointments and ﬁnd opportunities for the long term.

Call today to schedule your ﬁnancial review.
David C Yu

Financial Advisor
.
123 N Ashley St Suite 110
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734-769-0127

Racing Stripes
Photo by Greg Phillips at the 2014 Porsche Parade

ETY-4822-A

Member SIPC
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The Ann Arbor Challenge Rally
By RSR Member and regular contributor Jeremy Goddard

On a warm September 6th morning, an intrepid grouping of some 21 people and twelve cars – mainly Porsches
– gathered in front of the Travis Point Country Club in
Ann Arbor to meet up with event hosts Axel and Claudia
Schmidt. Especially attractive was the array of donuts laid
out on the hood of their silver 993 Cabrio.
They introduced us all to a rally format they had perfected at home in Bavaria to blend our skills in navigation,
timing, treasure hunting and an assortment of other challenges into a winning-team formula.
Following registration and the distribution of pace
notes and answer sheets, we were asked, as the first challenge, to guess the sum of the temperatures at 8 AM local
that day in Ann Arbor and Stuttgart in degrees Farenheit.
Our offer felt reasonable, and we were now ready to jump
in our cars and peel out towards the first milestone... But
no, first, we were led over to the putting green and asked,
in a variant of “bowls adapted to golfing,” to putt our
team-numbered balls nearest to the pin. No scoring was
offered – the tallying was all to be at the finish - before we
were ushered to the cars and released out on the roads to
chase the first clue .
We were somewhat handicapped by having for our GPS
navigation a recalcitrant set of cell phones, none of which
would agree – even if they could get a signal. It will be a
detailed MI map next time. But we all arrived at the first
milestone in Saline to find the exact “make of the blue
faucet in the city park” controlling the sprinkler system.
Like Keystone Cops, we all then sped across town by various routes to discover in the churchyard “the year of Frau
Braun’s death… “ (Lots of subterfuge here as we tried not
to indicate to our competitors that we had the answer, but
appeared to keep searching while heading back to the car.)
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The pace notes were a mixture of turn-by-turn and
dead reckoning, with google-map images of some of the
milestones to help with the finer points of identifying the
answers to the clues. Distractions in the form of Porsche
trivia questions were also littered throughout the pace
notes , which made for a full-on engagement: no time for
sight-seeing or banter; good communications were essential between navigator and driver.
About four clues in, as we all made our way by dead
reckoning from Deerfield to the next way-station (“When
was the company at 123 Wendle Way established?”)
south of Tecumseh, there was a junction in the middle of
nowhere with fellow competitors coming in from all directions; Keystone Cops indeed.
By 12:30, we had made it to the rest stop in a bank
parking lot in Tecumseh, where Axel had us drive a radiocontrolled Porsche four laps against the clock through a
simple pylon course – which taxed all of us with limited RC
experience. Very amusing.
At this point, Karen and I had to take off for another
engagement, so were unable to complete the Rally which
went on for a couple more milestones to the last challenge
(where we would have done well), the finish, lunch …and
awards. We were so sorry to be leaving early.
After the event, Axel wrote to us: “First of all, even
with your missing the remainder of the rally, you made
28 points: 5 for the best temperature guess; 1 for the fifth
best putt ; 1 for the 5th best RC performance; 7 from the
trivia questions (2nd best); and 14 from the waypoints
(8th best as 2 single drivers were just following us.). No
points for “name that tune” which was an exercise in
guessing Porsche engine sounds… average score there was
3-4.

So, with 28 points total, you placed 5th with a gap of 5
points to 3rd (tie for 3rd). With some diligence and luck,
you could well have achieved 3rd or better as the first four
teams all came in between 33 and 35 points…..”
Karen and I are both fiercely competitive, so Axel’s supportive comments fed our egos nicely…; we will be back
for the next Challenge opportunity!
Thanks so much to Axel and Claudia – and their children who competed with great energy – for developing
and organizing such an enjoyable and creative event with
all its fine twists and turns.

Keith Geasland guides his 1981 911 SC in the Challenge

Host Axel and Claudia Schmidt (left) pose with the happy
winners of the Ann Arbor Challenge, Mary Pat and Joe
Conen.

The first challenge event

Axel times a contestant through the driving course.

Diane Thomson awaits husband John to start the Challenge in their 2013 Boxster S.
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You will want to SAVE THE DATE for the --

RSR Holiday Party
Saturday,	
  December	
  6,	
  6:00	
  PM	
  to	
  11:00	
  PM
At	
  the	
  Ypsilanti	
  Firehouse	
  Museum,	
  110	
  Cross	
  Street	
  in	
  Ypsilanti

Hors d'oeuvres - Buffet Dinner
Open Bar (6:00-9:00)- Cash Bar (after 9:00)
Strolling magician during Cocktail Hour
Comedy/Magic show after dinner
$50 per person
Sign Up before Nov. 15th at Clubregistration.net
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Waterford Hill Drivers’ Education
Story by Mike O’Rear photos by Glenn Trapp

Ninteen instructors and 29 students turned out for Rally
Sport Regions final Drivers’ Education event of the year.
Good weather again prevailed making for a cool day and
fast cars.
Three first timers showed up to see what DE is all
about. Hopefully, like many others, they will be bitten by
the bug and be back next year.
As has been the case all year, ArborMotion provided
beverages, and the usual suspects: Christian Maloof, Tom
Krueger, Pat Jeski, and Roger Garrell made sure the event
was safe, exciting and enjoyable for all.
Harry Sukumaran tried DE for his first time in his Black 2002 911 Turbo

New member Todd Brown brought his 2002 911 C4S to his first DE.

John Loomis Jr. attended his first DE with his 2007 911 C4

As always, Chief Instructor Christian Maloof started the day off with a Drivers’ Meeting
13
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The Circuit of Mugello
By RSR Member, and regular contributor, Jeremy Goddard

Italy and the Italians are very special. In the earlier part
of the last century in Italy, there were numerous openroad races on long, mountainous circuits: the Giro di
Calabria, the Coppa Dolomiti, the Giro di Umbria., the
Giro di Toscana and so on, along with the Giro di Sicilia
and the legendary Targa Florio. Together, they all built up
to the climax every May with the glorious Mille Miglia,
the 1,000-mile race on open roads around the whole of
civilized (i.e., northern) Italy.
After the 1955 Le Mans catastrophe, however, the Italian Government put on a righteous face, like the French,
the Swiss and the Germans, and said loudly “No more racing on public roads!” But, like all the other governments
- except the Swiss, who stuck with the decision - they had
second thoughts and added “Well, at least, not for sports
cars of more than two liters,” and later they thought again
and added “… and except for the Mille Miglia and certain
other exceptional races…,” so that within a few months
everything returned more or less to normal. Then came
the 1957 Mille Miglia accident with the Marquis de Portago’s crash on their own doorstep, and the Italian Government stated much more firmly, “All racing on public roads
will stop.” This time it did, so that all the long-distance,
open-road races died - with the exception of the Targa
Florio which argued that it was a closed circuit race…and,
anyway, it was off the beaten track in Sicily and who ever
came there... On the Adriatic coast, the Pescara Auto Club
got away with some “closed-circuit” races on their very
dangerous and long mountain circuit (I’ve reviewed the
1957 GP there), but all the true open-road races died.
In the early sixties in Firenze, or Florence as we insist
on pronouncing it, the local Automobile Club was active in
trying to revive their own open-road race on a circuit run
through the mountains between Firenze and Bologna and
based around Barberino di Mugello. This long-distance
mountain race was competed for strongly in the nineteen
twenties but, in 1929, the Fascist Government controlled
Italy and influential Count Ciano wanted an important
race in his own area prohibited the Circuit of Mugello and
inaugurated his Coppa Ciano around Livorno (“Leghorn,”
we call it!), not far from Florence. It was not until 1955
that the Firenze Automobile Club became influential
enough again to revive its own race on the Circuit of
Mugello - although they had continued to enjoy the
national prestige of providing one of the key Mille-Miglia
stage controls at Firenze.
It was unfortunate that they held their revived event

just before that fateful 1955 Le Mans in June, such that
the revival of Mugello was rendered dead almost as soon
as it was reborn. De Portago’s 1957 Mille Miglia episode
then dashed all hopes for road racing around Mugello, this
allied with the growth of popular motoring in Italy and the
virtual impossibility of closing busy public roads just for
motor racing… However, this very increase in privatevehicle use also drove the construction of the Autostrada
freeways, and soon enough, the Autostrada between
Bologna and Firenze was completed. This meant that the
traffic that had been crawling over the old road across the
Raticosa and Futa mountain passes dropped to a minimum. Out of Evil came Good for, with the building of the
swoopy Autostrada, the old road was no longer so vital …
and the Firenze Club promptly set in motion the wheels to
get it closed occasionally for their road race.
In 1964, they got permission again to close the roads
for a small National event for GT cars to help relive all the
glories of the Circuit of Mugello. In 1965, they were given
International status for the race to count towards the GT
Championship and worked hard with the politics to get
the race promoted to a full-blooded event the equal of
Sicily’s Targa Florio - in status if not in fact, for only the
Mille Miglia could challenge the Targa Florio for depth of
character and tradition.
Few drivers who have raced on ordinary roads closed to
normal traffic will deny the satisfaction and feeling of real
motor racing, just as anyone who has seen a racing car on
full noise on everyday roads will never again be properly
satisfied with an artificial circuit, however good it may be.
The 1965 event was open to Touring Cars, GT Cars,
small sports cars, small Prototypes and a special Italian
class for 275LM Ferraris. 55 cars gathered, from Alfa
Romeo Giulia TT saloons to LM Ferraris, and including two
Alfa Romeo GTAs and a GTZ from Auto-Delta. The Sports
category allowed the local lads with old Oscas, Birdcage
Maseratis and the odd special to come and have a go.
The circuit was roughly oval in shape and run counterclockwise (like the Targa Florio). From Barberino di
Mugello, it climbs north up the endless switchbacks to go
over the Passo del Giogo on a rough and narrow rough
road that would certainly shock any circuit-race organizer. Then it descends the other side of the pass on an
equally tortuous road to the village of Firenzuola; on the
way down, there is no room whatsoever for mistakes, no
Continued on Page 31
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We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery....
or place your order.
We can also help you find the new (or used) Porsche of your dreams.

Porsche of Ann Arbor

Come visit our brand new Porsche building
2575 South State Street, Ann arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street. go North 1/2 mile...
Porsche of Ann Arbor is on the right.
Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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24 Hours at Le Mans
Story and Photos by RSR Member, and first time contributor, Peter Church

Le Mans, France is an ancient city. A city with many wellpreserved historic sites dating back to the time of the
Roman Empire. I did not see any of them.
Since 1923 another kind of history has been made
here, a history measured in the number of miles covered
in 24 hours by automobile. In common with many Porsche
owners, it has been on my list of places to visit for many
years. For me, 2014 was the year.
“Automobile” seems like such a quaint term to apply to
the vehicles that now come screeching into Indianapolis
Corner, or rocket through the Dunlop Curves. Ultra-capacitors and carbon-fiber flywheels could not have even been
imagined in 1923. What is there though, what remains,
are the same cycles of night and day, the same 24 hours,
and a lengthy track that this year was raining on one end
and dry on the other. I think that is really the magic of the
place, the combination of those things.
I won’t try to recap the race, you can Google that, but
here is one impression.
Gigantic. You go down a lengthy dirt road through a
forest, turn a corner, and all of the sudden there is a huge
campground full of people, vehicles (a Carrera GT for
goodness sakes!), and then the track itself. If you were
challenged to meet every nationality of the European
continent in 24 hours, this would be the place to go. The
Danes are extremely skilled grillers, by the way!
I stayed up for the whole 24 hours. The midnight snack of
France is French onion soup. Excellent! The pace of the
cars at night is amazing. Here are the pictures.

The Machine in the Pits

Dawn over the Dunlop curves, still halfway to go.

Down comes the night at Indianapolis corner.

Behind the Porsche pits, this mosaic of Porsche owners say it all.
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Pittsburg Vintage Grand Prix
Story and Photos by RSR Member Skip Kuhn

About 30 years ago or so I first heard the phrase “He has
probably forgotten more about xxxxx than the rest of us
will ever know”. I chuckled at that remark and didn’t think
too much about it as I was one of many Nick the New
Guys at Chrysler just trying to discover who knew what,
about what, and for what inside the company. I suppose
you don’t really appreciate such remarks until you have
one of those moments when you realize that in the words
of Curly, “I resemble that remark”. Reading the July Bahn
Stormer was one of those moments. I had no idea that
RSR was so involved in attending the PVGP and realized
that I had in fact probably forgotten more about the PVGP
and its venue in the last 30 years than most people would
probably ever care to know. Not only that, I was pretty
certain that I also had quite a few slides from the first few
events, including the inaugural race.
As the story goes, it was September of 1983 and I was
just beginning my senior year of mechanical engineering studies at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh.
The CMU campus is also adjacent to Schenley Park which
hosted a number of activities each year including as luck
would have it, the inaugural Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix.
My lifelong obsession with sports cars and motor racing
obviated my attendance along with my trusty Olympus
OM1 and fellow vintage car nut friend Lance. I was in a
word, smitten, okay, and overwhelmed. That’s two words.

Where else could you could you achieve this automotive
driven visceral, sensory overload at a race course venue
straight out of the 1950’s with cars you’ve only ever read
about in books and magazines. Intoxicating stuff for a
21 year old, sports car and endurance racing obsessed
gear head. Of course all of this was also within walking
distance of my dorm, our Guinness beer stop, and our favorite hot dog and fry carryout! The pits were just outside
the doors to the Mechanical Engineering Building (Scaife
Hall) for God’s sake.
Since that inaugural event, I make it a point to attend
the PVGP race weekend as often as possible. It takes place
every July on a 2.33 mile long road course that twists and
turns along public roads within Schenley Park. For those
of you who don’t know, Schenley Park came into being
in 1889 when Mary Schenley donated 300 acres of land
from the “Mr. Airy Tract” to the city of Pittsburgh. Subsequent acquisitions by the city along with an option for an
additional 120 acres from Mary Schenley increased the
park’s size to its current 456 acres. The PVGP race itself
came into being in 1983 when Art McGovern and Mary
Beth Gmitter proposed Schenley Park as an ideal venue at
which to run a vintage sportscar race. Pittsburgh mayor
Richard Caliguiri subsequently granted approval for the
event contingent on the proceeds being donated to two

1983 Inaugural Race Poster and Competitors including the Carrera Mong Spyder
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local autism charities. Since that first one day race event
in 1983, the PVGP has evolved into a weeklong event that
includes multiple car shows, cruises, a rally, a concert, and
a supporting race event at the nearby Pittsburgh International Race Complex the preceding weekend.
So why do I keep going, for the experience of course. I
loved it then and I love it now. Pittsburgh is not far from
SE Michigan and if you don’t mind the mind-numbing
(spelled boring) drive along the Ohio Turnpike it’s well
worth the effort. Since its inception 30 years ago, the
PVGP venue has combined gorgeous scenery and esthetics
with superior spectator access and a broad array of fantastic vintage cars. Racers compete through over 20 turns
and 17 elevation changes while all the while racing along
a collection of stonewall and tree lined streets. Hay bales
dot the course while jersey barriers are kept to a minimum
mostly for traffic control and course definition where appropriate. Spectating areas are close to the track, including all of the really interesting corners, with an abundance

of truly superb photography and video opportunities. If
you can’t get a cool shot of your favorite race car either in
the paddock or whizzing along a stone wall you just aren’t
trying.
On Saturday, the golf course is host to multiple car shows,
member corrals, and manufacturer displays that run concurrently with the on track activities. Nothing running on
the track, take a break and wander around the hundreds
of vehicles on display on the golf course next to the track.
Just make sure to bring comfortable walking shoes, it
may take a while. Don’t forget of course that there is no
admission to pay or ticket to buy. The race is open to the
public and always has been since 1983. With that in mind,
I always buy a T-shirt, race program, and race event poster.
The proceeds benefit a very worthy cause and the art
work is always display quality.

PVGP Porsches 1986 event (left) & 2011 event (right)
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Stelvio Pass, Italy
By RSR Member Tom Green

September 25, 2014
Every year I try to plan a trip to the Caribbean in January and a trip to Europe in September. September is a
fantastic time to travel in Europe since the massive tourist
season of the summer is over, the weather is great and
hotels are readily available.
This year was no different. Mary and I flew to Paris on
September 12 and rented a car. Originally, it was to be a
mid-size, but it was too large for our purposes. I switched
to a 4 door 5 speed Ford Fiesta hatchback and off we
headed to the east. Our first night was in the Alps near
Geneva Switzerland for a much needed rest after flying
overnight and driving 350 miles. Our overall goal was to
spend 7 days in the Swiss, Italian and Austrian Alps. If you
have not been there, it is absolutely amazing! Mary is a
professional photographer. Her eye for the natural beauty
on any trip adds to my enjoyment. I needed to continually
remind Mary that her mouth was open in amazement at
the beauty of the high Swiss Alps.
Overall, we travelled over 2,000 miles from Paris to
Switzerland, northern Italy, Austria, southern Germany
and back to Paris for 2 nights. This installment is about our
time at Stelvio Pass at the intersection of Italy, Switzerland

The south side of Stelvio Pass.
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and Austria.
One week prior to our trip I was reading the latest Car
and Driver. They were doing an article on a Lamborghini
tractor. What caught my eye was the road that they were
testing the tractor on. Car and Driver wrote “Stelvio Pass
probably doesn’t need much of an introduction. Not only
is it one of Europe’s most famous roads, it’s also where a
certain type of auto writer goes when they feel the need
to air out all of their clichés. The Stelvio runs from the
small town of Bormio, Italy, over a 9,000 foot summit on
its way to Austria or, if you turn left at the top, Switzerland.”
I read this to Mary and informed her that we would
be traveling to the Stelvio Pass on our trip. Of course she
agreed, not knowing exactly what she was getting into.
The night before we travelled to Stelvio Pass we stayed
on the shore of Lake Como in northern Italy. Since our
next destination was Gmund, Austria for the Porsche
museum where the first 52 Porsches were built from
1948-1950 (that article is to follow), we would be driving
over the Stelvio Pass.
I had never heard of the Stelvio Pass, but as we approached Bormio the amount of motorcycles, Porsches,
Ferraris, Lamborghinis, etc. increased so I knew there was
something special ahead. The
road went practically straight
up as we left Bormio. Mary
was clicking photos and constantly saying “No Guardrail!
No Guardrail!”. I assured her
that she was safe, but she was
uttering something about her
children, grandchildren and
religion. I, of course, ignored all
of that since we were climbing the Stelvio Pass in our
Ford Fiesta. Looking up at the
180 degree switchbacks was
awesome! Foot to the floor.
Hairpins in first gear and then
into second gear. Repeat over
and over. We climbed to the
top and parked. Again, Mary
was taking photos from the
top, the same location as the
photos taken by Car and Driver.
Then I looked at Mary and said

“Let’s do it again.” By this time she knew I was crazy and
she agreed to do it again. Now I know she belongs with
me for she is crazy also. Off we went. Down the pass and
back up. This time she did some videotaping.
We arrived at the summit to find a small village of

shops and restaurants packed with buses (that could
only arrive from the road from Switzerland), bicyclists,
motorcyclists and sports cars. We parked and looked over
the other side. To our surprise, it was just as fantastic is
the Bormio slope. After more photos we took off. This
time down, down, down with 180 degree
switchbacks. I was driving relatively fast
and, much to my amazement, a bicyclist
was right behind us hugging our bumper.
Very cool. We descended for about 45
minutes into a valley that was 2-3 miles
wide and 50-60 miles long filled with apple
and fruit trees. We had never seen anything
like it. We stopped for photos and apples, of
course.
If you ever get a chance to travel to this
area of Europe, I recommend driving the
Stelvio Pass. Check it out on Wikipedia.
By the way, these two photos are not the
same. One shows the south slope and other
shows the north/east slope. Coming and
going.

The north side of Stelvio Pass.
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

How They Were Made
Recently my sister sent me a Porsche file photo she had
found on the Internet (Porsche.com) and asked if I could
identify it. Upon close inspection it is the assembly line
for the first year of production of the 912 in 1965. It is
a fascinating portrait of the labor intensive process with
zero automation. Surrounding the assembly area are
dozens of 912 motors developed from the 356 SC motor
detuned to 90 horsepower. This picture inspired me to
learn more about those very early days and to contrast it
to the Porsche assembly plant that I had visited in 1987
and to the 991 production performed today.

To begin with there was a very close tie between Ferdinand Porsche and Wilhelm Reutter who founded Reutter Carosserie (or Coachbuilding) in 1906 in Stuttgart.
Ferdinand first used Reutter to build VW Beetles. Reutter
was also building luxury bodies for the likes of Mercedes
and Horsch. Porsche’s first offices were built across
Schwieberdinger Strasse from the Reuter plant. Beginning in 1949 Reutter became the body builder for the 356
with just a few exceptions built by Karmann, Drauz and
Beutler. Karmann was established in 1901 and built cars
for Porsche all the way through the 968. When Porsche

was about to begin production of the 911 they bought
the Reutter Stuttgart plant in 1963. At that time Reutter
ceased being a coachbuilder and began building car seats.
The name Recaro comes from name combination of the
Re(utter) Caro(sserie) and they continued to supply seats
to Porsche. No doubt the relationship and prestige of
Reutter contributed to the early success of Porsche and
continues that tie to the current Porsche production facilities still located on Schwieberdinger Strasse. Check out
the early 356 Reutter days at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LQBrQ5qd5w8
When I bought my 1972 Porsche 911E it was built at the
Stuttgart Zuffenhausen plant. It could just as easily come
from the Karmann plant. I did take pride in knowing my
car came from the parent company. Porsche had expanded the Stuttgart plant in 1969 to a second building known
as Werk 1 across the street from the original Reutter plant
which became Werk 2. In Werk 1 the 911 body shells
were welded together in the same fashion as 356 cars
were made. They were transported across a bridge spanning Scheieberdinger Strasse to the final assembly building
Werk 2. Other buildings were added adjoining Werk 2
over the years to accommodate production volume needs.
There is a great description of the Stuttgart facility and its
history on the Porsche.com web site.
I visited the Stuttgart plant on a PCA Treffen in 1987 and
not much had changed since production began in 1949.
As we walked into Werk 1 we saw a very short line where
911 bodies were spot welded together by hand by just
a small number of workers using very simple jigs and no
robots of any kind. From that point the chassis rolled on
steel wheeled dollies even being rolled out to an outside
walkway before crossing the bridge to Werk2. The day we
visited the plant a light rain fell and I marveled to myself
how some future owner would claim that his 911 never
saw rain when perhaps it was one of the bare body shells
I watched sitting outside in the rain. All this time the bodies were being pushed by hand on their transport dollies.
When we entered Werk2 the bodies had already been
painted and the hand assembly continued with no automation. After those plants we were shown the Special
Wishes building which was just a single row of about eight
bays as I remember. In that small building custom cars
Continued at the bottom of page 25
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The Michigan 928 Owners' Club presents:

a 928 Tech Session

Saturday, November 22nd
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
at Munk's Motors

We'll talk about how to avoid getting "bitten"
when you're looking to buy a 928 (which may
also apply to other models). Learn from the
experts how to buy and care for a 928, and
avoid the ultimate in buyer's remorse.
All Porsche 928 enthusiasts are welcome!
Lunch will be provided.
No charge, but donations to MI928OC
are gratefully accepted.
To register for this event or for further
details, contact: Andrew Olson @ 734-837-7908

or andrewmolson@yahoo.com
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Noise in F1
Story by RSR Member and regular contributor Jeremy Goddard

There has been a lot of discussion about the noise level in
F1 this year, with the Australians even talking about suing
for “not providing the spectacle” for which they contracted. Vettel talks about the cars sounding like s**t, and
there’s a general dissatisfaction with this aspect.
But is it Noise they are talking about, or is it Sound?
What we are all seeking in the sound from the open
exhaust of a racing car is the musicality and harmonics of
the engine as revs rise and fall. In the era of Cosworth V8s
and Matra/Ferrari/Alfa V12s, we were treated to a glorious orchestral soundtrack - bolstered by straight-cut cam
drives - which we have been missing out on in more recent
years. Formula One’s V10s had a basso profundo which
anchored their shrieks, but the V8s sitting up around
18,000 yielded up only their single - and certainly, high
decibel - pitches. Audible harmonics have been lost in the
shrieking.
In the first turbo era, the different configurations gave
interest with their own highly stressed sounds; wastegates
venting like cannon fire added to the spectacle. However,
noise and sound are pressure-wave energies, and the
current generation is working strenuously to capture every
bit of it: the energy of the “wastegate venting” of excess
boost pressure is now gathered by the e-loading of the
exhaust turbo-impeller, and the Noise is effectively bottled
up into the battery for use at the next corner exit. It is
brilliant and modern, ...And it is significantly quieter.
Without resorting to synthesizing sounds (they are

already talking about offering up glowing discs and vapor
trails..., so why not? Ugh; even more like professional
wrestling than it is now….), we may have little choice
about accepting a quieter race series. The teams are all
maximizing efficiencies to the greatest extent possible,
and capturing Noise is absolutely a part of that. For all the
noise reduction, the cars are still expressedly violent, lap
times match what they have been in recent years – albeit
using 35% less fuel for the same pace. The cars with so
much more torque are quite a handful, and the season’s
racing has been intense and exciting.
We do still have Sounds of interest to listen to at the
GPs - the zizzes and fizzes of the turbos, the e-rev-matching of the Ferraris on the downshifts rather than a crisp
but throttle-induced blip - but otherwise-attractive V6
engine harmonics (fours would have been worse) are lost
in the zizzes, and an exhaust megaphone will not fix that.
We have to get used to this new and quieter world and to
find our pleasure in appreciating all that is happening.
I remain very interested academically in the mechanical sophistications, certainly appreciate the phenomenal
achievements in optimizing efficiency with performance,
and the drivers are working their magic but I will probably
attend in person only the historic races with the musicality
and harmonics of the DFVs and 12s which hooked me into
attending the wonderful and visceral Grands Epreuves in
the first place...

Ramblings from page 23

for our next stop in Munich. I had arranged with another
Treffen tourist to rent a BMW to experience the Autobahn.
Our tour guide wisely took the local train and beat all of us
to the hotel.

were built including the race cars and race cars coming
back for maintenance. Right next to that building was a
very small museum packed wall to wall with race cars.
The next day we were bused to Weissach which was
several miles out in the countryside. The delivery lot had
some two dozen special ordered 911 and 944 Porsches to
be introduced to extremely proud new owners. After a
tour of the engineering facility we were offered test rides
on the track. My very friendly factory test driver asked if I
was afraid of high speed. I told him I was a driving instructor and I would love to see what he could teach me. The
laps got faster and faster until he spun sideways to a stop
and stalled it while exiting a climbing blind hairpin in the
mountain section of the track. After the tour and all the
paperwork had been completed the new owners set off

Porsche manufacturing has changed a lot over the years
all while creating far superior cars in every aspect. The
1964 356 production numbers were 10,312 for a final
total 356 production of only some 76,000 cars. In 1965
the production run was 7,812 912 models and 3,680 911
models. The latest Panorama just reported that Porsche
will invest $546 million in their Zuffenhausen facility to
produce the 991 side by side with the 981 line and a dedicated 918 line. For the first six months of 2014 Porsche
has delivered 87,803 cars. Porsche production has come
a long way from those early years.
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Around The Zone
By Michael Soriano
Zone 4 Representative
Greetings PCA Zone 4 Members,
With the arrival of autumn upon us, it is a great time
to look back and reflect upon all of the exciting activities
that took place within Zone 4 during a busy and fun-filled
summer. In a scenic park on a beautiful Sunday afternoon,
I attended Southeast Michigan Region’s annual Family
Picnic and Concours; a tradition that is 38 years old. Over
100 members dined upon an impressive selection of appetizers, side dishes and at least 4 different entrees. A
number of trophies were awarded to the nice variety of
cars in attendance. I travelled to Northern Ohio Region’s
3rd Annual Rib Burn Off and Social, where approximately
150 members were treated to a wide variety of ribs and
other types of barbecue. In addition they served fresh
cut fries and had a bar with frozen margaritas and beer
on tap. I also joined Maumee Valley Region members for
their annual Sunday Champagne Brunch at Mon Ami Winery on beautiful Catawba Island; a long standing tradition,
and one of the region’s most popular events. Members
were able to enjoy delicious food and could spend the
afternoon listening to live music or visiting some of the
other attractions that Lake Erie has to offer. Recently, I
was given the opportunity to spend the day driving a nice
selection of brand new cars that had just been shipped
over from Germany for this event. The first part of the
day was spent navigating a 40 acre autocross course in the
Panamera GTS and Macan Turbo. The remainder of the
day we were able to run the new Boxster GTS, Cayman
GTS, and Targa 4S on a test track. I’m sure we would all
agree that this was an outstanding way to spend the day,
and the expert instruction provided by the Porsche Driving
School was an added bonus.
As we look ahead to events being offered this month,
there are some great opportunities to enjoy some more
time behind the wheel before the driving season concludes and it is time to store your car for the winter. A
number of regions have beautiful color tours scheduled
as well as a rally and a DE. Make sure to get out and take
advantage of these opportunities. The regions have been
working very hard to promote their events throughout
the zone, and it has been extremely rewarding to see this

zone continue to grow as members from every region are
offered a variety of events to attend each month. Please
remember to check your region’s newsletters, websites,
and e-mails as well as the Zone 4 website for the most up
to date list of events available to you.
Please consider attending other regions’ events, such
as:
• Allegheny Region’s Grand Concours at Station Square is
October 4
• Join Northern Ohio Region members on October 4 for
a Scenic Railroad Wine Train
• October 4 & 5 is Ohio Valley Region’s Rallye Porsche
Mariemont Tour
• On October 5 join Motor-Stadt Region for a Sunday
Colors Tour in Mason, MI
• October 11 is Michiana Region’s Dine and Drive to
Crown Pointe
• Rally Sport Region’s Fall Color Tour is October 11
• October 11 is Western Michigan Region’s Fall Color Tour
• Central Indiana and Mid-Ohio Regions are holding a
DE at Putnam Raceway on Oct. 18-19
• October 18 is Maumee Valley Region’s Annual Planning
Meeting
• Southeast Michigan Region is holding its Fall Color Tour
on October 19
• October 25 is Eastern Buckeye Region’s Porsche Pasta
Party
I look forward to having the opportunity of meeting each
and every one of you at these upcoming events. If you
have any questions or comments please feel free to contact me at MSoriano.ZoneRep@gmail.com
Thanks,
Michael
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Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, September 9, 2014

Rick Mammel: President........................................Present
Tim Pott: Vice President.........................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer.........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow (Secretary)................................Present
Tom Bloom...............................................................Absent
Jim Christopher, Past President & Advertising.........Absent

Jim Dowty (Insurance Chair).....................................Absent
George Gilligan........................................................Present
Michael Kimber........................................................Absent
John Kytasty..............................................................Absent
Ron Pruette..............................................................Absent
Al Wright..................................................................Absent

Members & Visitor Present: Seth Penchansky, Sue Sarin,
Matt Huber, Brian Schanen, Jay Fash, Peter Grant, Hieu
Ngyen, Brian Thorpe, Di Thorpe, Glenn Trapp – Membership/Historian, Christian Maloof --Track Chairperson, Phil
Mather, and James Lang

Newsletter: No report.

Call to Order: Rick Mammel called the meeting to order at
7:18 PM at Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth, MI.
President’s Report: No report.
Meeting Minutes: The August meeting minutes were
reviewed. Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn presented the August
2014 Treasurer’s Report. Motion: To approve the Treasurer’s Report passed unanimously.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any
RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).

Website: No report.
Events Committee:
1) Sept 16: DE Event
2) Oct 11: Color Tour
3) Oct 25: Time with Tim
4) Nov 1: Polar Bear Run
5) Dec 6: Holiday Party: Michigan Firehouse Museum
New Business: Election News: We need to replace Al
Wright and Jim Dowty. Tim Pott and John Kytasty can rerun
for another term. Jay Fash and Peter Grant have volunteered to run.
Meeting adjourned: 7:46 P.M. Minutes taken by: Mary Ann
Kantrow

Insurance Report: No report.
Goodie Store: Stitching Post in Northville can make anything with our logo.
Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn Trapp reported that the Club has 282
members.
Track Report: Christian Maloof reported only 36 signed up
so far for the September DE event. Waterford would like
to see a proposal for the John Melvin Memorial. Christian
will work on a rendering and submit the proposal to Waterford. Rick has contacted Indy Car and NASCAR to find out
if they want to add something to the bench.
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
2003 Porsche Carrera 4S (Wide Body) Coupe
Black, with black full leather interior, 3.6L 315+HP engine
with six-speed manual transmission, in excellent condition with only 16,000 miles! In addition to its AWD and
many standard features, Porsche options include Xenon
Headlamp package, SS Exhaust Pipes, Heated Front Seats
and Bose High End Sound Package; plus Porsche Exclusive
Options: Sport Exhaust System, Aluminum Instrument
Dials and Black Mats with Porsche lettering. Modifications
include a four-outlet Magnaflow exhaust system with headers, an Evolution Motor Sport cold air intake and a quick
shift kit. All original parts are included, as are complete
records from new. Tires are Porsche N-rated Continental
Conti Sport Contact 2s, with the rears brand new, and the
fronts with plenty of tread left. VIN WP0AA29923S621909.
Asking $38,500. Contact Conrad Zumhagen at
734.645.5778 or Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net (10/14)

Complete Custom Wheels (CCW) 18” forged wheels: Used
for 2 seasons, style C10, black anodized finish. Light weight,
run straight and true. 9x18-50 and 12x18-50 used on a
2007 GT3RS. Will fit 996/997 wide body. $1,800 Call Tom
Krueger at 313-570-2223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com
(01/14)
1974 Porsche 914 Parts: Front suspension w/struts, no
calipers or steering rack, $35; steering rack, $35. Contact
Carl Morganti at carl.r.morganti@delphi.com or 480-405390 (12/13)

2003 Audi RS-6: One owner and 64,000 miles. Garage kept
and never driven in the winter. Daytona Grey with Silver
interior. Sport exhaust and in very good condition. Only
approx 1,000 cars were brought over. Priced at $27,500.
Please contact Pat Paul, 248-431-9799/pwpjr@msn.com
for more details. (10/14

Porsche 993 “Cup” replica alloy wheels: -set of 4. (5
Lug with center caps). Front: 7 1/2 J x 17 H2 (model #
60374) Rear: 9 J x 17 H2 (model # 60474). Very good
condition. Only a few areas with minor scratches. Asking
$775 for the set. Please contact Kyle with any questions:
734-330-1365 kpullen@umich.edu (10/13)

1989 Porsche 944: VIN WP0AA945KN451387. This car has
had only one original owner, less than 42,000 miles, and
is a completely original, unmolested car. No major repairs,
no repaints or accidents. Zermatt Silver with perfect black
leather interior. The timing belt replacement was done on
May 27, 1999 with 33,474 miles. This car must be seen to
be appreciated! Photos on request. Please call Tim Pott
for pricing or to make an appointment to see this beautiful
car. 734-548-5378, tcpott@gmail.com. (11/13)

CAR STORAGE: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months call
Clem Weierstahl (810) 636-2840.

OTHER ITEMS
SABELT Race Seat – GT 200: One carbon/fiberglass seat
for sale. FIA-1999 certified with a 2013 manufacture date.
Hans compatible, 5 seat belt openings, black fabric, and
side mounts included. Purchased March of 2014 for $800,
installed in May and used once in June. Going in different
direction, so a decent offer takes it. Contact Cal Sharp @
(313) 506-2899 email: wesharp3@hotmail.com (09/14)
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MOMO Race Seats - LESMO ONE: 2 Brand New 2013
Lesmo One Race Seats – Hans® compatible, range-topping,
black Fabric, fiberglass ergonomic seat. FIA Approved. 5
seat belt openings. Side mounts included and adjustable
slides to fit 996 and 997. $1,400 or best offer. Call Bill Abbe
at 313.363.6823 or email info@williamabbe.com. (06/14)

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer please
contact Mike O’Rear at morear734@gmail.com (Put
“Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be charged $5.00/quarter. Ads more than
six months old may be removed unless resubmitted.

Mugello -- from page 15
second chances. From Firenzuola, the route turns to climb
west to the top of the Futa Pass and then descends south
towards Firenze on the old Mille Miglia route, but running
in the opposite direction. At the village of Novilo, the
circuit leaves the main Firenze road at a hairpin left and
climbs back towards Barberino di Mugello and the end of
the lap.
While the outward run over to Firenzuola is slower and
more fidgety than the Targa Florio’s more-flowing route,
the return down the Futa is very much faster so that the
overall average speed is quite similar to the Targa Florio.
Accelerating hard down a mountainside in a big Ferrari or
Porsche 908-3 will sort out men from boys, and at places
on the descent of the Futa the faster cars will have been
reaching nearly 150 mph. When Italians talk about a descent, they mean rushing down an alpine mountain-side,
not a mere dip in a race circuit.
MotorSport Continental Correspondent Denis Jenkinson’s report of the 1965 race gives an idea of the
character of the Mugello event: “We watched part of the
race on an uphill section that led into a fast blind bend
round a brick wall, and later moved to a downhill section
approached through a blind left-hander; the difference
between those who knew where they were going and
those who didn’t was night and day. With a lap time of 3540 minutes you have to be patient if you have a particular
favorite, although cars - which are started at 30-second
intervals - are passing pretty regularly. Although there is
no handicap in this sort of event, the slower cars go off
first so that there is great interest among the spectators
as to who is leading on the road and whether the fast cars
that started at the back can catch the slower cars that
went off first. By viewing the whole entry as a handicap,
however, you get a good overall picture of the race and a
white Alfa Romeo Giulia TI Super saloon driven by a lad
from Como had the crowd around us on their toes, for he
was obviously not going to be caught by Casoni in the LM
Ferrari. Pinto’s drifting of the Alfa sedan would have done
him credit in a touring car race, and when he went by to
complete his eight laps, still ahead of the LM Ferrari, he
got a rousing cheer, for there were many seemingly muchfaster cars, like the Alfa GTAs and a Ferrari GTO, that were
caught by the LM well before the end.
“There was one swarthy little Italian, who must have
been a Firenze taxi driver, almost off the ground with
excitement and satisfaction at the sight of the leading LM
Ferrari hurtling down the hill and taking the long left-hand
bend with its inside front wheel lifting off the ground.
After the sounds had faded, he would settle down on

the gross bank for a nap, occasionally cocking an eye at
a passing car, sometimes with disdain, other times with
mild interest, depending on what it was and how fast it
was going, but he never failed to anticipate the arrival of
Casoni, at which he would jump up and almost hug himself with joy. We watched all this and thought how fine it
was that the passing of a raucous and noisy twelve-cylinder Ferrari could give one person so much enjoyment, and
then realized that this was probably happening all round
the circuit, for few people had paid to watch this race…
As Italians, they just love and are drawn to Ferraris and
the glorious soundtrack they make.
“Pinto, with his private Giulia saloon, beat all the works
Alfas in the general classification and finished a worthy
4th overall, having driven the whole eight laps himself.
David Piper, in a Porsche 904 for the first time, started out
well leading his class, but was delayed by the fuel tank
coming adrift and jamming the steering. De Udy took over
from Piper for the second half of the race, but on the last
lap the front suspension collapsed, as it did also on an
Italian-owned 904 Porsche. The circuit was very hard on
the cars, but the three LM Ferraris that started finished
1-2-3 running strong.”
The revitalized Mugello road circuit held strong for
several years and was finally retired in 1973 when the
permanent - and safe - circuit was built nearby. Fortunately for us, this wonderful original track is still there
and available for us all to enjoy, so, while the family is
in Firenze enjoying the Uffizi, Michelangelo’s David, the
Ponte Vecchio and Ghiberti’s Doors, take the poor rental
car and head for the hills!
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There's a reason it's called a new beginning.
Ultra-low-mileage lease options now available.*

Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(248) 471-0800
www.farmington-hills.
porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103
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